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Abst ract - -A  system of two waveguides coupled laterally through small windows is considered. 
The asymptotics (in the width of windows) of ground state close to the threshold is obtained for the 
case of finite number of apertures. The cases of periodic system of coupling windows is studied. The 
asymptotics of the band edges is obtained. The technique is matching of asymptotic expansions of 
the solutions. (~ 2000 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The spectral properties of the Dirichlet Laplacian for coupled strips recently attracted a new 
wave of interest due to the development of nanoelectronics ( ee, e.g., [1]). The description of 
many mesoscopic quantum systems reduces to the description of electron wave transport through 
a system of waveguides (see, e.g., [2-5]). It has been proved in [6] that the Dirichlet Laplacian 
for a system of two waveguides ~+, ~_ of widths d+, d_ coupled laterally through small window 
of width 2a has an eigenvalue £a closed to the threshold and there exist some positive constants 
c~. c2 such that 
~T 2 
cla4 ~ d-~+ - )~a <- c2 a4 
for sufficiently small a (the order of this term was found in [7] on physical level of rigor). Here d+ > 
d_. The authors used variational technique and obtained only estimates and not asymptotics. 
Analogous estimates were obtained for the case of n coupling windows [8]. The asymptotics 
of the eigenvalue in question was obtained in [9,10]. Method of matching of the asymptotic 
expansions (in a) for the corresponding solutions was used. The scheme of matching was a 
modification of that suggested in [11,12]. One can see that there is some correlation between the 
result and known weak-coupling asymptotics for Schrodinger operators [13]. 
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In the present paper, the asymptotics of the ground state close to the threshold for the case of 
finite number of apertures was obtained. The result is in good correlation with estimates in [8]. 
The case of periodic system of coupling openings is considered. The matching procedure has 
some new features. The key idea is that it is necessary to consider each fiber (each value of the 
quasimomentum) separately and to seek the asymptotic expansion ot for the eigenvalue but for 
some function of the eigenvalue of the operator for fixed fiber. The choice of this function is 
related with the behaviour of the Green function for spectral parameter tending to the threshold. 
The asymptotics of edges of the band which tends to the threshold for a --~ 0 is obtained. 
2. F IN ITE  NUMBER OF  WINDOWS 
Consider the case when there are n coupling windows with the centres at the points (x q, 0), q = 
1 , . . . ,  n, of width 2aq = 2aWq, correspondingly. Let d+ > d_. Let us construct he asymptotics 
of an eigenvalue (more precisely, minimal eigenvalue) which tends to the threshold when a --~ 0. 
We shall follow the scheme of matching suggested in [10]. Consider the case when d+ > d_. Let 
Aa = ka 2 be the eigenvalue in question. Key point is that we seek the asymptotics not for the 
eigenvalue but for some function of it (we confine our attention by the first term of the asymptotic 
series): 
7 = "/(ka) = (TrOd+ 2- k2a)1/2 = k2oa 2 + o (a2). (1) 
For the corresponding eigenfunction Ca(x) the asympotics i as follows: 
n 
Co(x) = + o(a°), 
=0 (7ny 
(x) 
~a(x) = V~o a + o(a), x • S2a,/~, 
S q x • aT  \ U a,., (2) 
q 
(3) 
where S q is the sphere of radius t with the centre at the centre of the qth opening, vq0 • 
1 + ~- ) .  G + W~,loc(f~ U are the Green functions for the waveguides f~+ It is known that its 
derivatives can be represented in the close proximity of the point ~r2/d2+ in the form 
__  Ir . 7rx2(rr_+2 ) -1 /2  
OG+(x,(xq,O),k)=--~, sm -k2a 7r-lrqlsinOq +q~l(X,k)logrq +g+(x,k), 
Ony + ~ - 
OG- 
yOn--(x' (xq,O), k) = -Tr - l rq  1 sinOq+g21(x, k)logrq + gl (x, k), (4) 
where (rq, Oq) are polar coordinates in a neighbourhood of qth centre. Terms gPl(Z, k), gt(x, k) 
are analytic in respect o k in some neighbourhood of the point 7r/d+, ~1 E C°° (R  2) and is 
antisymmetric n respect o x2, g~ C C°°(f~+). 
Boundary problems for the coefficients of series (3) are obtained by the following way. One 
substitutes the series (3) and (1) (more precisely, not only (1), but also the corresponding series 
for ka) into the Helmholtz equation (for k = ka) with the Dirichlet boundary condition. Then, 
one changes the variables: ~ = x/a. The coefficients in the terms with the identical powers of a 
(and log a for next terms) should be equal. Hence, one obtains the following problem for vq0: 
/xe~,~o = o, ¢ e n 2 \ r ,  V~o = o, ~ e r ,  (5) 
where C = {~: ~2 = 0,~1 E ( -oo , -1 ]  U [1,oo)}. 
Let us define the operator M~ for the sums U(x, a) of type (2) (for k = ka) by the following 
manner: decompose the coefficients of U(x, a) in the asymptotic series for rq -~ 0, replace the 
variables (~ = x/a) and, simultaneously, replace log rq by log Po + log a, pg = [~[. Mark as hl~(U) 
the sum of all terms of the type aO(~). To make matching of first asymptotical terms in a 
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neighbourhood of qth opening, it is necessary to show that there exist value k20, coefficients c U 
and function V~o being solutions of (5) such that asymptotics of vqo, pq --+ oo, ~2 > 0 ({2 < 0), 
coincides with that for Mq(o~(x)). One has: 
n + ) 71" OG k20 2 n 2 
~-IM~ "~ Z ~'-$C, (~' (x', o), k~) = -o, . - - ; -~;  - ~ ~.~,  ~, 
p=l Y p=l + 
a-~M~ v ~, 0---7(~, (~,0), k~) = ~-7~pg , 
(6) 
(r) 
where pq is the distance from the centre of qth window. To find v~0 (see (5)), we need a harmonic 
function Y1 with the corresponding asymptotics. It is known {14,15] that there exists a harmonic 
function satisfying boundary condition (5) with the following asymptotics for pq ~ 00: 
f ~2+c~,, ,pqlsinOq+O(pq2),  ~2 >0,  
YI(~) 
-c~, ,p;  * sin e,, + o (p~-~), e~ < o. 
(s) 
Here c~,,, is the harmonic apacity of the corresponding segment in R ~ (i.e., c,,,, = (COq/2)2). We 
choose vq0 in the form: v1% = -rr2d+ 3Y~=I al, Yl" Making matching of terms of order pql sin 0q 
in neighbourhoods of each opening, we obtain the following system for the determination of aq: 
~-~ OgqCcoqi -- d2~ k200~i, 
q=l 
i=  1, 2,... ,~. (9) 
The condition of nontrivial solvability of (9) is 
d 3 + det A = O, Aj j  = cw~ - "~k2o,  A j s  = cco~, j 7 £ 8. 
Simple calculations hows that there is a root k20 = 0 of multiplicity n - 1 (it means that this 
value does not give term of such order in the asymptotic series) and a nonzero root which gives us 
the leading term of the asymptotics in a of the ground state. It is clear that if one window gives us 
one bound state, then n windows give us, generally speaking, n bound states. Other eigenvMues 
may be obtained by calculation of terms of higher orders. The case of two identical waveguides 
can be considered too. In this case, we should choose slightly another function than ]71. The 
result is the following. 
'I~HEOREM 1. The leading term of the asymptotics of the ground state Aa which tends to the 
]ower bound of the continuous pectrum for the c~se of n coupling windows is as follows: 
Ao = d2+ \ + i=1 / 
• / 3 n \2  
7r2 (27r i~1 ) 4 4 --~ ~ c~o~ a +o(a  ) ,  d+ =d_  =d.  
i= 
One can compare the result with estimates in [8]. 
3. PER IODIC  SYSTEM OF WINDOWS 
Consider waveguides coupled through periodic system of windows (x q = qL). In this case, 
consideration has essentially new features. We shall describe these differences and the result. 
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First, we must replace 7 in (1),(2) by another function f(ka) (see below). Expression (2) should 
be modified by the following way: 
oo 0 
Ca(X)=±f(ko) CT(x,y,k)ly=(x,,o)+o(a°), (10) 
q=--oo q 
Periodicity leads to the Bloch condition, i.e., aq = exp(iOLq)ao, where 0 is quasimomentum, 
-TrL -1 < 0 < 7rL -1. We shall construct he asymptotics in each fiber, i.e., for fixed value of the 
quasimomentum (the operator for fixed fiber has an eigenvalue). Then by varying 0, we shall 
obtain band parameters. Matching procedure in neighbourhood of each window is analogous to 
that for the previous case. The sum in right-hand side of (6) for q = 0 is replaced by the series 
co 
so ~ exp(iqLO - 7LI01) -- (7(cosh(TL) - cos(SL))) -1 sinh(TL)a0. 
q=-oo  
Due to this fact we choose the function f(ka) in the following form: 
f(ka) = 7(cosh(TL) - cos(0L))(sinh(TL)) -1. 
The first terms of the asymptotic expansion (in a) of f(ka) is sought in the form (compare 
with (1)): 
f(ka) = L- l (1  - cos(0L)) + k20a 2 + o (a2). (11) 
Note that the asymptotics of k~ depends on 0, i.e., we seek for asymptotics in each fiber separately. 
Matching of terms of order a-1 is evident, because one has from (10) and (11) only the following 
terms of this order: 
±(TrL)-l(1 - cos(SL))ao~2P -2, ~2 > 0 (~2 < 0). 
As for terms of order a, one gets (instead of (6), (7)): 
a- lM ° f(ka) C~p--~ny (X , (x p,O),ka) = -ao- -~2p~ - c~0~-5-~2, 
p= - -  c:x:) ~ + 
p=--OO 
Hence, to match increasing at infinity terms we choose function vl°o in the form: v°o = -Tr2d+ 3
aoY1. Making equal terms of order ~2Pq 2, one gets k20 = 7r2d+3/4. Consequently, the leading 
term of the asymptotics of the eigenvalue in a fiber is obtained from the following equation: 
7r2d+3a 2 
7(cosh(TL) - cos(SL))(sinh(TL)) -1 - 4 + o(a2) ' 7 = (~2d+2 - k~)a/2 
To get a band one should vary the quasimomentum 8, -~L  -1 _< 0 < 7cL -1. To estimate the 
band edges for small a one can replace function cosh(TL) (and sinh(TL)) by the first two terms 
of its Taylor's series. Changes for the case of two identical waveguides are the same as earlier. 
We result in the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2. The asymptotics of the edges of the band which tends to the lower bound of the 
continuous pectrum for the case of periodic system of coupling windows is as follows: 
7r 2 37r 3 a 2 zr2 7r  3 
+ o (a <_ Ao _< + o (a : ) ,  
d~_ 2Ld3+ 
I 
7r2 37r3 2 71"2 7r3 
- -  a 2 + o (a2) ,  
d2 ~-~a +o(a  2) < Aa_< d2 Ld 3 
REMARK.  
d+ >d_ ,  
d+ =d_  =d.  
One can see that there is a gap in the spectrum for sufficiently small a. 
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